LIBBY’S MAKEOVER

CREATING AN OUTDOOR ROOM
“Create an outdoor space
that’s as comfortable as your living room”
THE CHALLENGE

< LIBBY LANGDON, DESIGNER,
AUTHOR, AND TODAY SHOW
CONTRIBUTOR, SHARES EASY
MAKEOVER TIPS

1. GROW YOUR HOME
“I like to encourage people to think about their
outdoor areas as if they just put an addition on to
their home and they’ve now got all this new usable
square footage, what would you do with a whole
new room? It doesn’t matter how big or small your
outdoor space is you just want to make sure you’re
using every inch of it. I like to start with a large area
rug, as big as you can go, they don’t cost a ton and it
serves as a great foundation for your exterior layout.
Then start with furniture layouts the way you would
in your living room or family room. Incorporate
sofas, side tables, chairs, ottomans and cocktail tables
and play with color, this is your license to have fun in
a way you might not in an interior room!”

2. LET THERE BE LIGHT

3. CREATURE COMFORTS

“Nothing says buzzkill to a chic exterior space like a floodlight with a bare bulb
that’s glaring from the side of your house. A great lighting scheme is the most
important element to make sure you enjoy the area at night just as much as you
do in bright sunshine. I like a combination of lanterns and a fire pit for ambience
and my favorite nighttime lights are outdoor lamps. These outdoor lamps are
weighted to withstand wind, the lampshades are made with Sunbrella® fabric and
the lightbulb socket gets covered with a glass cap to protect from wet weather. At
night you really do feel like you are in a living room with soft and inviting lamp
light which is unexpected and beautiful.”

“Simply setting up some outdoor furniture on a porch or patio doesn’t create an
outdoor living room, but adding items that you’d find indoors that are designed
to withstand weather does. Furniture with thick comfy cushions that are meant
to be outside, a rug, outdoor throw pillows, small planters and greenery say
come stay a while. Adding in decorative items allows you to add bright color
hits and personalize the feel of the space even more. I’m also giving you
permission to mix up the styles of your outdoor furniture, it all doesn’t have to
be part of a “set”, Mix it up and announce your own personal style!”

